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Abstract: Human action recognition has been the centre of interest of many researchers over the last two decades. 

Specifically making a computer that recognizes and understands human actions is the most intriguing research in computer 

vision and artificial intelligence. This paper analyzes the various methods of recognizing actions with single layer space-time 

approach. These methods help to create a framework for speeded up human-computer interactions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of Human action recognition is to automatically understand the activities performed by a human in a video. 

The Human activity is categorized in to four levels as gestures, actions, interactions and group activities. Gestures are 

elementary movements of a person’s body part like raising the hand is an example of gestures. In [1] a frame work has been 

developed to identify the sports events from an image (2D) using Scale Invariant Transform and Bag of Visual Words. Actions 

are single person activities such as jumping, single hand waving and running. Interactions are that has more than one person or 

object. Persons fighting or carrying a suitcase are examples of Interactions. The activities performed by conceptual groups 

composed of multiple persons or objects are group activities. Group meeting and group fighting are examples of group 

activities. Human activity recognition methodologies [2] [3] are classified in to two categories as Single-layered approaches [4] 

and Hierarchical approaches. Single-layered approaches are purely based on sequences of images. Hierarchical approaches 

represent high-level human activities by describing them as sub-events. Single layer approach is divided in to two classes as 

Space time approaches and sequential approaches. In Space time approaches the similarity is measured between two volumes. 

Each action is represented with a template composed of two dimensional images. The two dimensional images are Accumulated 

Motion Image (AMI) and a Scalar-valued Motion-History Image (MHI). The two images are constructed from a sequence of 

foreground images which produces 2-D projections of the original 3-D Space-time volumes. The paper is organized as follows 

Section 2 gives detailed explanation about the three methods implemented, Section 3 details the Dataset, section 4 analyses the 

results, section 5 is conclusion. The system is tested on the existing Weizmann dataset. 

II. METHODS FOR HUMAN ACTION RECOGNITION  

Action recognition schemes were developed to classify human actions based on positive portion using template based 

approach from a Video. We first define the accumulated motion image (AMI) [5] using frame differences to represent the 

spatiotemporal features of occurring actions. Then the direction of motion is found out by computing Motion History Image 

(MHI). AMI is computed by using frame differences as in Equation 1 

AMI=
∑

T

)t,y,x(D1
=1tT                        (1) 
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where D(x, y, t) = I(x, y, t) − I(x, y, t − 1) and T denotes the total number of frames present in a single action video. The x 

and y represents the position of the pixel. The Intensity value of the pixel is used to calculate the AMI. 

   

 

 

 

Fig. 1 AMI for Two Hand Wave Actions 

Motion History Image (MHI) [6] is extensively used in action recognition research areas [7]. It provides motion shape 

information of a video and it is computed by using a simple replacement and decay operator as in Equation 2 

Hτ(x,y,t) =                        (2) ⎩
⎨
⎧

−
=τ

τ otherwise)1)t,y,x(H,0max(
1)t,y,x(Dif

Where τ is the current timestamp and D is the absolute value of silhouette difference between frames t and t – 1. The result 

will be the scalar-valued image where brighter pixel shows the most recently occurred action. 

    

Fig. 2 MHI for Bend Actions 

A. Employing LBP and DWT 

Local Binary Pattern (LBP) is applied over AMI to extract the edge information. The meaningful information is present in 

the boundary of the AMI. The basic idea is to summarize the local structure in an image by comparing each pixel with its 

neighborhood. Take a pixel as center and threshold its neighbors against. If the intensity of the center pixel is greater-equal its 

neighbor, then denote it with 1 and 0 if not. Local Binary Pattern (LBP) is a simple yet very efficient texture operator which 

labels the pixels of an image by thresholding the neighborhood of each pixel and considers the result as a binary number.  

Texture and spatial information are extracted from AMI and MHI using Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [8] and (Discrete Wavelet 

Transform) DWT respectively.  

 
Fig. 3 LBP Based Texture Identification Using AMI for Two Hand Wave Action 

DWT [9] is used to extract the spatial features and for dimensionality reduction. In the proposed system the Haar wavelet 

filter is used for decomposition of the MHI image. The Haar wavelet transform decomposes a signal into a time-frequency field 

based  on the Haar wavelet function basis. For discrete digital signals, the discrete wavelet transform can be implemented 

efficiently by Mallat’s fast algorithm. We keep the low frequency part of the Haar wavelet transform, so that total dimension of 

the combined feature vector is lower than that of the original MHI feature.  From the final template images, the corresponding 

feature vectors are computed by employing the seven Hu moments. Now we get 7 features for each DWT and LBP, and then 
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concatenate it in to 14 features. In the proposed system K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) classification method is applied for training 

and classification.KNN algorithm is a part of supervised learning that has been used in many applications in the field of data 

mining, statistical pattern recognition and many others.  

 
Fig 4. DWT of MHI for Bend action 

 

 
Fig. 5 Block Diagram of the system employing LBP and DWT 

 

B.  Human Action Recognition Using MHI and Correlation Filter 

In this method the FFT is applied to the MHI. Minimum average correlation energy (MACE) filter [10] minimizes the 

average correlation energy (ACE) of the correlation outputs due to the training images simultaneously satisfying the correlation 

peak constraints at the origin. MACE filters are obtained by forcing the average cross-correlation plane energy to minimum for 

the training images with hard constraints at the origin of the plane to yield specific value. It implies that   resulting filter gives 

cross-correlation plane. However, in practice we do  not get the exact delta function but resulting peaks are  very sharp and 

provide a good measure for  discrimination between authentic and impostor images. The MACE filter h in frequency domain is 

Equation 3  

( ) uXDXXDh 1 11 −+ −−=                             (3) 
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Assume we have N training image each having P number of pixels. Then X is P×N matrix of the Fourier transform of the 

training images arranged in a lexicographic manner. D is P×P diagonal matrix of the average power spectrum of training 

images. And u is the pre-specified value at the origin of the correlation plane. 

The correlation output should be sharply peaked and it should not exhibit such strong peaks for impostors. Calculate the 

Peak to Sidelobe Ratio(PSR) as shown in equation 4. 

PSR= Variance
MeanPeak )( −

                                            (4) 

Match declared when PSR is large as training images are arranged in a lexicographic manner. 

 
Fig.6 Block Diagram of the system using MHI and Correlation 

 

C.  Temporal partitioning of activities and Maximum average Correlation Height Filter. 

It is based on the construction of a set of templates for each activity. The methodology is as follows 

» Temporal segmentation is done for each video. 

» Each template contains where motion has occurred in the video.  

» FFT Transform is applied to each template.   

» A 3D Spatiotemporal Volume is generated for each class.  

» A Single action Maximum average Correlation height Filter (MACH) is generated for each class.  

» The filter is applied to the test video and using the threshold the actions are classified.  

The segmentation is done as follows 

1. An activity video is divided in to four equal temporal segments. 

2. AMI is calculated for each temporal segment where each segment has equal number of frames.  

3. Each AMI act as a template. So four templates has been generated for each activity. 

4. Template 2 and 3 provides more information when compared to 1 and 4. 

5. The four stage template will be referred to as spatiotemporal profiles. 

6. Temporal segmentation is shown in Fig. 7. 
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                                                                lume 3, Issue 
Activity S1 S2 S3 S4 

 

Jack     

Pjump 
    

Wave 2 

    
Fig.7 Temporal Segmentation for sample action 

The Threshold that is used to classify the action is shown in the Table 1 for Weizmann dataset. 

Table I Activity and Threshold matrix 

Activity Threshold 

Bend 0.84 

Jack 0.87 

Pjump 0.80 

Run 0.66 

Wave2 0.86 

Walk 0.64 

Skip 0.40 

 

III. WEIZMANN DATASET 

The Weizmann human action dataset [11] [12] contains 93 sequences of nine actors performing ten different actions. Each 

sequence contains about 40 – 120 frames. It was recorded in the year 2005 for the purpose of studying new algorithms. The 

background is simple and a single person is performing the action in each frame. The actions performed by the humans are 

walking, running, jumping, galloping sideways, bending, one-hand waving, two hands waving, jumping in place, jumping jack, 

and skipping. The background in the video is static and the view point is static. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The total classification rate of the proposed method can be defined as follows 

=C
100ication)misclassif  of  No  (

×
−

N
N

 

Where N denotes the total number of videos used for comparison. The results are shown in Table 2 

Table II Comparison of Classification Rates with Different Methods 

Methods Classification Rate Description 

AMI, MHI, LBP, DWT 90% Number of pixels reduced, Low frequency pixel is considered. KNN Classifier is 
used 

MHI, MACE 91% Correlation filter is used. No classifier is needed. Classification is based on 
highest PSR value. Training data should be in Lexicographic order. 

Temporal Segmentation, 
3DMACH 

92% Each Class has one 3Dfilter irrespective of any number of actors. Classification 
is based on Threshold. No classifier is needed. Few segments of a video is used 
for testing. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

The methods use different features which are simple and different classification algorithms are used which yields good 

results similar to the existing methodologies. All the methods that are discussed use the space-time volume approach which falls 

under the category of single-layered approaches that was used to model human activities. These methods can be improved by 

using SVM classifiers [13] and finally can be used for semantic video retrieval [14]. The 3D MACH filter is developed for each 

action irrespective of any number of actors performing the same action. The action videos are divided in to four segments and 

only two segments of the videos are used for testing purpose. No classifiers are used in this method and it gives better result 

than the other approaches. The limitations of this research work are space-time trajectories and space-time local features are not 

used in these approaches. They are suitable for recognizing periodic actions. 
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